
Year 2 Curriculum Map

Spring Term 2 - 2021



Topic Title: Maths
Maths:

We will focus on: Statistics; Geometry: Properties of Shape; Number: Fractions 

Small steps taken from White Rose Maths

Geometry

Statistics

Fractions



Guided reading:

We will be reading:

 Paddington at the Palace

 Katie in London

 Queen Victoria’s Bathing Machine

 100 facts – Kings & Queens 

 Info Buzz: Queen Victoria 

 People in History: Henry VIII

Topic Title: Literacy 
Writing: 

We will focus on:

 Leaflet – To write an information leaflet on 
Buckingham Palace

 Kennings poem – To write poems made from 
kennings about significant sovereigns 

 Comic Strip – To write a comic strip about the 
life of a historical sovereign 



Topic Title: PSHE, Music & RE
PSHE: Healthy Me

We are learning to:

 Know what keeps our bodies healthy

 Know what relaxed means, what makes us feel 
relaxed and what makes us feel stressed

 Understand how medicines work in our body 
and how important it is to use them safely

 Sort foods into the correct food groups and 
know which foods our body needs every day to 
keep us healthy

 Make healthy snacks and explain why they are 
good for our body

 Decide which foods to eat to give our body 
energy
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R.E

We are learning:

Easter

 How do we know that Easter is coming? 

 What special story is told at Easter?
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Music: Zootime 
We are learning to:

1. Listen and appraise ‘Zootime, a Reggae song for children 
and other Reggae songs

2. Take part in musical activities such as:

• Warm-up games
• Flexible games
• Learn to sing the song
• Play instruments with the song
• Improvise with the song
• Compose with the song

3. Perform the song



Topic Title: PE and Computing
P.E: Ball Games – Football

We are learning:

 To use hand-eye coordination to control a 
ball

 To kick and move with a ball

 To develop catching and dribbling skills

 To play as part of a team

 To develop receiving skills

 To use ball skills in game-based activities
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Computing: iPub
We are learning:

• To understand the world wide web and how 
it has developed throughout time

• To consider how technology changes with 
time

• To share knowledge through multi-media 
presentations

• To plan and produce a presentation of 
research findings

• To create an interactive eBook



Topic Title: Wider curriculum – Magnificent Monarchs  
Art and Design:
We will focus on:

 Using drawing, painting and sculpture 
to develop and share ideas, experiences 
and imagination

 Representing the human form, including 
the face and features, from observation, 
imagination or memory

Design and Technology:
We will focus on:
 Selecting from and using a wide range 

of materials and components, including 
construction materials, textiles and 
ingredients, according to their 
characteristics

 Choosing appropriate components and 
materials and suggesting ways of 
manipulating them to achieve the 
desired effect

History:
We will focus on:

 Learning about changes within living memory Describing how an aspect of life has changed over time, including aspects 
of change in national life

 Understanding the methods of historical enquiry, including how evidence is used rigorously to make historical claims and 
discern how and why contrasting arguments and interpretation of the past have been constructed

 Examining artefacts and suggesting what it is, where it is from, when and why it made and who owned it

 Learning about events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally

 Sequencing significant information in chronological order 

 Learning about the lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and international 
achievements 

 Using historical models to make judgements about significance and describing the impact of a significant historical 
individual 

 Gain and deploy a historically grounded understanding of abstract terms such as empire, civilisation, parliament and 
peasantry

 Describing the hierarchy of a past society

 Presenting historical information in a simple non-chronological report, independent writing chart, structural model, fact 
file, quiz, story or biography

 Describing an explaining the importance of a significant individual’s achievements on British history 
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Geography 
We will focus on:

• Developing contextual knowledge of the 
location of globally significant places –
both terrestrial and marine – including 
their defining physical and human 
characteristics and how these provide a 
geographical context for understanding 
the actions of processes

• Naming, locating and explaining the 
significance of a place



Topic Title: Key Topic vocabulary
Key Topic Vocabulary 
 AD (anno Domini )

 Alfred the Great

 Anglo-Saxon

 Bayeux Tapestry

 Elizabeth I

 Elizabeth II

 Hanoverian

 Henry VIII

 House of Lancaster

 House of Saxe-Coburg 
and Gotha

 House of Windsor

 House of York

 reign

 religion

 residence

 royal

 rule

 ruler

Key Topic Vocabulary 
 Norman
 Plantagenet
 Queen Victoria
 Restoration
 Stuart
 Tudor
 William the Conqueror
 absolute monarchy
 castle
 century
 chronology
 constitutional monarchy
 period
 portrait
 power
 present
 prince
 princess
 serf
 sovereign
 stately home
 timeline
 year

Key Topic Vocabulary 
 decade

 divorce

 empire

 feudal system

 future

 heir

 hierarchy

 invasion

 kingdom

 knight

 law

 marriage

 monarch

 monarchy

 monastery

 palace

 parliament

 past


